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  Basic Weather Processes



• The temperature varies depending on the sun angle and duration of 
sunlight.

• Other factors such as amount and health of vegetation, reflectivity, 
proximity to water, pollution, can all influence the temperature.  

  Temperature



● The relative humidity (RH) is a measure of the saturation of air with 
respect to water, and varies from 0-100%. 

● Air can hold more water vapor at higher temperatures. 
● RH is typically lowest in the afternoon and highest in the morning.
● RH is highly correlated with fuel moisture. 

  Moisture



Wind is the most critical factor affecting fire behavior

  Wind

● Wind can carry away 
moisture, drying fuels

● Aids combustion by supplying 
oxygen

● Spread fires by carrying heat: 
spotting, preheating fuels

● Smoke transport



  Wind
● Wind is caused by pressure differences between two locations.
● Wind blows from higher to lower pressure. I.E. a “west wind” is a wind blowing 

from west to east.
● Weather is never “textbook” neat! Often great variation over short differences.



● Air pressure is the weight of all the air above a 
point in the atmosphere. 

● Tighter pressure gradients imply stronger 
winds.

● Low pressure areas are referred to as a trough 
and high pressure as a ridge.

  Air Pressure



  Wind and Pressure

● Near higher pressure 
the weather is usually 
quiet because air sinks 
and dries out.

● Air rises near lower 
pressure. If conditions 
are right, clouds and 
precipitation can form.



● Due to unequal heating of terrain versus air, wind blows up mountain slopes during the day 
and down them at night. In other words, winds usually reverse direction twice per day.

● Types of terrain influenced winds: Slope, along-valley, cross-valley, mountain-plain winds.

  Wind and Terrain



● Fronts are boundaries between air 
masses of different density. Can bring 
increased wind and precipitation.

● Typical wind and temperature patterns 
around a frontal system.

● Dry cold fronts are most common in 
Arizona during the fire season. 

Fronts



  Fire Weather Parameters



Haines Index: Attempts to approximate the rate of spread for a theoretical 
wildfire.

● Calculated by summing a stability term and a moisture term. Numbers are 
adjusted for different elevations, giving a low, mid, and high elevation 
Haines Index. 

● Interpretation: Values of 0-3 are very low, 4 is low, 5 is medium, and 6 is 
high.

  Haines Index



Fuel Moisture: Measures the water content of fuels. 

● Several types of calculations, such as 1, 10, 100, or 1000 hour fuels.

● Finer fuels are represented by the 1-10 hour calculations, while larger fuels are 
better represented by 100-1000 hour calculations.

● Units are usually given in percent. The lower the percent, the easier it is to 
burn.

  Fuel Moisture



ERC: Measures the potential heat release of a theoretical fire.

● Often plotted as a percentile (0-100) relative to the time of year. 

● Primary input is fuel moisture, for both alive and dead fuels. 

● Drought affects the equation because it includes dead fuels. 

● Does not take slope or wind into account. 

  Energy Release Component



Lapse Rate: Rate of change of temperature with height.

● Varies by altitude, time of day, and weather pattern.

Lapse Rates

Morning Afternoon



Atmospheric Stability is the resistance of the atmosphere to 
vertical motion. Stability is typically at a maximum in the 
morning and a minimum in the afternoon.

Unstable: will enhance or encourage vertical movement of 
air

Stable: suppress or resist vertical motion

Atmospheric Stability



Inversions: A special case of stable air where the temperature increases with height.
Completely traps pollutants and air becomes decoupled from upper atmosphere.
Thermal Belt: A zone of higher temperature and wind with lower RH that persists through the 
night along the middle slopes of a valley.

Atmospheric Stability



  Weather and Fire



  Diurnal Cycle

5 am 
Morning winds blow down 
the valley



8 am
● Down Valley winds 

continue but weaken. 
● Winds on east facing 

slopes reverse
● West facing slopes still 

downslope.

  Diurnal Cycle



12 pm
● Upslope winds on both 

slopes continue.
● Stronger upvalley wind 

dominates.

  Diurnal Cycle



2 pm
● Morning inversion finally 

breaks!
● Gusty westerly wind 

forms (mixing down 
from above).

● Temperature increases
● RH Drops quickly.

  Diurnal Cycle



6 pm
● Breezy west wind 

continues at summit.
● Light downslope winds 

on east facing slopes.
● West/upslope winds 

continue otherwise. 

  Diurnal Cycle



● Temperatures typically rise during the day and cool at night.
● Relative humidity has the opposite tendency, with minimums during 

the afternoon and maximums overnight. 

  Diurnal Cycle



● The diurnal cycle can be influenced or overwhelmed by weather 
variations, such as frontal systems, which result in temperature, wind, 
and RH changes. 

● Thunderstorms, especially during the monsoon, are characterized by 
low predictability and irregular spatial coverage. Can lead to 
dangerous and erratic wind shifts and sudden increases in wind 
speeds along outflow boundaries. The air behind gust fronts is cooler 
with higher humidity.

● During the mix out of the nighttime inversion, stronger winds (and 
from a different direction) can suddenly mix down to the surface. 
Fire activity can significantly enhance during and after this period.

  Impacts of Weather



  Fire whirls

● As air is intensely heated 
along the fire line it acts 
it becomes a low 
pressure area, with air 
rushing inwards.

● As converging flow is 
stretched a fire whirl can 
develop. Sometimes 
these become very 
intense.



  National Weather Service



•Our Mission
• To provide accurate and timely 
weather, water, hydrologic, and climate 
forecasts, warnings, and watches

• For protection of lives and property
• For enhancement of the economy

•Strategic goal: Weather Ready 
Nation

• Ensure communities are “Ready, Responsive and 
Resilient” in the face of extreme weather, water and 
climate events.

  National Weather Service





  Fire Weather Program

Uses:

● Fire suppression and prevention
● Smoke management
● Placement and movement of resources
● Protect firefighters
● Land management activities



Who We Are
Fire weather programs
Talk about forecasting and maybe what we
forecast, documenting, spots, general stuff

  Fire Weather Program

• Daily forecasts
• Several fire and smoke management variables

• Daily products
• Fire Weather Forecast, AFD, Spots 

• Watches and Warnings
• Incident Meteorologists



Spot Forecast Variables



Fire Weather Forecast (FWF)



  Area Forecast Discussion (AFD)



  Area Forecast Discussion (AFD)
Definitions of a Fire Weather Watch and a Red 
Flag Warning

A Fire Weather Watch or Red Flag Warning is 
issued when the combination of dry fuels and 
weather conditions support extreme fire danger. 

1. Sustained 20 foot winds of 20 mph or 
higher.

2. Afternoon relative humidity less than 
15%.

3. 10 hour fuel moisture at 8% or less 
for one day.

A Fire Weather Watch is issued up to 72 hours 
before the above conditions are expected to 
occur.

A Red Flag Warning is issued when the 
conditions above are expected to occur or are 
occurring within the next 24 hours.



  Forecast Products

Summary:

• Broad scale: 
• Area Forecast Discussion 

• Finer scale: 
• Fire Weather Forecast 

• Finest scale:
•  Spot Forecast Discussion

FWF

Spots



Weather Outlook

● Warmer than normal 
● Below normal precipitation
● When/where matters (i.e., late season rain).



  Seasonal Fire Outlook


